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Chiral Pollutants: Distribution, Toxicity and  Analysis by Chromatography and Capillary  ElectrophoresisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The chiral analysis of environmental pollutants is a fairly recent development and attracts scientists needing to investigate the toxicity of enantiomers. For example, approximately 250f agrochemicals are chiral in nature, including pesticides that are applied as their racemates in agricultural and forestry activities. To predict the exact...
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The Immune System, 4th EditionGarland Science, 2014

	The Immune System, Fourth Edition emphasizes the human immune system and presents immunological concepts in a coherent, concise, and contemporary account of how the immune system works. Written for undergraduate, medical, veterinary, dental, and pharmacy students, it makes generous use of medical examples to illustrate points. This...
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Cannabinoids and Neuropsychiatric Disorders (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology, 1264)Springer, 2020

	
		This volume highlights the recent advances in the understanding of the endocannabinoid system and the likely benefit from the therapeutic effects of cannabinoid treatment in a variety of health issues.

	
		Archeological evidence has shown that Cannabis has a long history of use for multiple purposes, including the treatment...
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Computer Applications in Pharmaceutical Research and Development (Wiley Series in Drug Discovery and Development)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
A unique, holistic approach covering all functions and phases of pharmaceutical research and development
    

    While there are a number of texts dedicated to individual aspects of pharmaceutical research and development, this unique contributed work takes a holistic and integrative approach to the use of computers in...
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Cisplatin: Chemistry and Biochemistry of a Leading Anticancer DrugJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	30 years after its discovery as an antitumor agent, cisplatin represents today one of the most successful drugs in chemotherapy. This book is intended to reminisce this event, to take inventory, and to point out new lines of development in this field. Divided in 6 sections and 22 chapters, the book provides an up-to-date account on topics...
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Pharmaceutical Compounding and DispensingPharmaceutical Press, 2010

	Pharmacists or their pharmaceutical equivalents have
	been responsible for compounding medicines for cen
	turies. Recently this role has been challenged in the
	pharmaceutical literature with suggestions and recom
	mendations that it is inappropriate for the pharmaceu
	tical practitioner to compound medicines in a local
	pharmacy...
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Handbook of Food-Drug Interactions (Nutrition Assessment)CRC Press, 2003

	With contributions from the fields of pharmacy, dietetics, and medicine, Handbook of Food-Drug Interactions serves as an interdisciplinary guide to the prevention and correction of negative food-drug interactions. Rather than simply list potential food-drug interactions, this book provides explanations and gives specific recommendations based...
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